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Abstract� This paper illustrates the power of combining semi�physical and neural
network modeling in an application example� It is argued that some of the problems
related to the use of neural networks� such as high dimensionality of the parameter
space and problems with undesired local minima� can be alleviated by this approach�
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� INTRODUCTION

System identi�cation as it is described by� e�g��
�Ljung� 
��� is a well established methodology
for designing mathematical models of dynamical
systems using input�output data� After experi�
ment design� the problem can be split into two dif�
ferent parts� model structure selection followed by
parameter estimation� While various least�squares
type of algorithms are predominant for parameter
estimation� one has a large spectrum of model
structures to choose between�

Physically parameterized modeling �where all the
physical insight about the system is condensed
into the model� is a quite time�consuming proce�
dure that normally requires a lot of prior� which
can be more or less hard to acquire� However� such
an approach often leads to models that are parsi�
monious with parameters to estimate� a property
that is highly desired in identi�cation�

On the other extreme we have the black box
approach� where the models are searched for in
a su�ciently �exible model family� Instead of in�
corporating prior system knowledge� such a pro�
cedure uses �size� as the basic structure option�
i�e�� the models typically involve a large number
of parameters so that the unknown function can
be approximated without too large a bias �at
least in theory�� This approach requires much less
engineering time but depends heavily on the data

quality� For nonlinear systems� neural networks
�NNs� is one out of many possible� and reasonable
choices� within this category�

Between these modeling extremes there is a large
zone where important physical knowledge as well
as common sense reasoning are used in the identi�
�cation process� but not to the extent that a fully
physically parameterized model is constructed� In
this case the regressors �or basis functions� em�
ployed are often the result of physical reasoning�
while the parameters to estimate usually have
little or no direct physical interpretation� This
middle zone is sometimes labeled semi�physical
modeling�

The obvious identi�cation challenge is now to
devise general methods that combine the richness
and �exibility of� e�g�� NNs with the principle of
parsimonious� at the same time as the required
engineering e�ort is kept within reasonable limits�
In this contribution we discuss a mixed semi�
physical and NN modeling procedure equipped
with these features� The basic idea is to capture
what is actually known about the system using
a semi�physical model� and then describe the
remaining dynamics using a �small� NN�

The basic ideas behind NN and semi�physical
modeling are brie�y reviewed in Secs� � and ��
respectively� Taking o� from this discussion� Sec� �
illustrates the bene�ts of combining these ap�



proaches in a rather simple but informative tank
level modeling example�

�� NONLINEAR SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
USING NEURAL NETWORKS

In the multi input single output �MISO� case� a
rather general predictor model can be written as
�see� e�g�� �Sj�oberg et al�� 
�����

�y�tj�� � g���t���� � R� �
�

where ��t� � R
r are the regressors �past inputs

and outputs� and g��� �� is some nonlinear mapping
from the regressor space to the output space
parameterized by � � Rd � Since NNs are good and
versatile function approximators �Haykin� 
���	
Kung� 
���� they are well suited for nonlinear
system identi�cation problems�

Simply put� one may think of standard �feed�
forward� one hidden layer� NNs as function ex�
pansions

g���t���� �

nX

k��

�kgk���t���k� �k�� ���

where gk��� �� is called a basis function and �k� �k
and �k are weight� scale and position parameters�
respectively� A standard choice of basis function
is the sigmoid function

��x� �
�

� � e�x
� ���

usually together with a ridge construction

gk���t���k� �k� � gk��
T

k
��t� � �k�� ���

thus resulting in the model structure

g���t���� �

nX

k��

�k���
T

k
��t� � �k�� ���

This model structure can now be �t to data us�
ing standard algorithms for nonlinear optimiza�
tion such as the Levenberg�Marquardt algorithm
�Fletcher� 
���� In the literature this optimiza�
tion procedure is often referred to as NN training�
A common problem with such iterative optimiza�
tion algorithms is that of getting trapped in a sub�
optimal local minimum� One way to alleviate this
di�culty is to repeat the training using di�erent
initial parameter values and then accept the best
model so obtained�

�� SEMI�PHYSICAL MODELING

The main idea behind semi�physical modeling
is to use physical insight about the system so
as to to come up with certain nonlinear �and
physically motivated� combinations of the raw
measurements� These combinations�the new in�
puts and outputs�are then subjected to standard
black�box�like model structures�

More precisely� it is often desirable to have a
predictor of the form

�y�tj�� � �
T
��t�� ���

with all nonlinearities appearing in the regressor
��t�� Such a linear regression formulation is ap�
pealing foremost due to that the parameters �
can be estimated analytically by solving a linear
least�squares problem�

The regressors to include in the structure are of
course determined on a case by case basis� For
example� in order to model the power delivered by
a heater element �a resistor�� an obvious physically
motivated regressor to use would be the squared
voltage applied to the resistor� In other and more
involved modeling situations the prior is given as
a set of unstructured di�erential�algebraic equa�
tions� To then arrive at a model of the form ���
typically requires both symbolic and numeric soft�
ware tools as is demonstrated in �Lindskog and
Ljung� 
�����

�� APPLICATION EXAMPLE� TANK LEVEL
MODELING

In this section it will be illustrated how the
ideas alluded to in the previous sections can be
used to improve the modeling results in a simple
laboratory�scale application� the modeling of the
water level of the tank depicted in Fig� 
� The
identi�cation goal is to explain how the voltage
u�t� �the input� a�ects the water level h�t� �the
output� of the tank� All experiments were carried
out in matlab using the system identi�cation
toolbox �Ljung� 
���� and a newly developed NN
toolbox �Sj�oberg and De Raedt� 
����

u�t�

H � �� cm

h�t�

�

Fig� 
� Schematic picture of the tank system�

��
 Black Box Modeling

To begin with� standard linear ARX and sigmoidal
NN models �structure ���� were �t to an estima�
tion data set of 
��� input�output samples� The
simulation result �given 
��� validation samples�
of the �best� linear ARX model found is shown in
Fig� ��



Linear ARX model ��
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Fig� �� Simulation of the linear ARX model �struc�
ture ��� using validation data�

In this particular case� the accepted ARX model
include two parameters only�

�h�tj�� � 	�h�t� �� � 	�u�t� ��� ��

As can be seen in Fig� �� the �t between the simu�
lated and the measured outputs is quite good with
the model output tracking the true output most
of the time� However� notice that the simulated
tank level is sometimes negative� This is of course
a nontrivial complication if the model is going to
be used to study the behavior of the real system�
and we are thus forced to reject this model� In
fact� all ARX models we tried had this defect�
Perhaps more surprisingly is that we were not
able to �nd a NN model� with delayed inputs and
outputs as regressors� that did not show this �aw
either� Here the main problem seems to be to �nd
good parameter values to avoid getting trapped in
a local minimum�

��� Semi�Physical Modeling

To try to overcome this problem we next turn to
some semi�physical modeling� It is actually possi�
ble to say quite a lot about how h�t� changes as
a function of the in�ow using physical reasoning�
Let A denote the cross�sectional area of the tank�
let a be the area of the out�ow aperture and�
as usual� let g denote the gravitational constant�
When a is small� Bernoulli�s law states that the
out�ow can be approximated by

qout�t� � a
p

gh�t�� ���

The rate of change of the amount of water in the
tank at time t is equal to the in�ow �proportional
to u�t�� minus the out�ow� i�e��

d

dt
�Ah�t�� � qin�t� � qout�t�

� ku�t� � a
p

gh�t��

���

By a simple Euler forward approximation of the
derivative d

dt
h�t� this equation can be written

h�t� �� � h�t� �
Ta
p

g

A

p
h�t� �

Tk

A
u�t�� �
��

where T is the sampling period� After reparame�
terization� this structure can be expressed as

�h�tj�� � 	�h�t� �� � 	�
p
h�t� ��

� 	�u�t � ���
�

�

This is a linear regression model of the form
���� and thus optimal parameter values can be
found by solving a standard linear least�squares
problem� A simulation of the so estimated model
is shown in Fig� ��

Nonlinear semi�physical model �
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Fig� �� Simulation of the semi�physical model
�structure �

�� using validation data�

The RMS error of this model is as low as �����
and� more importantly� the simulated output is
never negative� which indicates that the model is
physically sound�

��� Combined Semi�Physical and Neural Network

Modeling

Even though the low�complexity semi�physical
model shows such a good �t it is actually pos�
sible to do even better by combining the semi�
physical model with a NN model in parallel� The
proposed setup for such a blended model is shown
in Fig� �� As is indicated� the semi�physical model
is kept �xed while the NN �the parameters �nn�
is trained� Notice also that both sub�models work
with the same regressors ��t��

��t� h�t�

Semi�physical
model
��xed�

Neural
network

�hsp�tj�sp�

�hnn�tj�nn�

P P
�h�tj��

� �

��t�

Fig� �� Neural network trained using the residuals
��t� while keeping the semi�physical model
�xed�

The accepted overall model has �� parameters
and the RMS error from simulation was as low



as ���
��� which is less than half of that obtained
with the semi�physical model alone� Fig� � shows
that the simulated outputs are virtually impossi�
ble to distinguish from the measured ones�

Combined semi�physical and neural network model
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Fig� �� Simulation of the mixed semi�physical and
neural network model using validation data�

By �xing the semi�physical model while training
the NN� the NN will try to model the residuals
from the semi�physical model� This means that
the NN will try to pick up any additional depen�
dencies between the regressors that could not be
explained by the semi�physical model� e�g�� e�ects
of whirls in the tank� We here found this idea to be
fruitful� especially since practically no extra e�ort
was needed to construct the combined model�
given the semi�physical one� Furthermore� since
the semi�physical model is �xed while training the
NN the result on estimation data will be at least as
good as with the semi�physical model stand alone�
even if the size of the NN is small� The problems
with undesired local minima �resulting in negative
tank levels� were also e�ectively taken care of by
this approach� as can be seen in Fig� ��

Compared to the straightforward idea of �tting
NN models directly to data� we have thus gained
two things� First� the size and actual con�guration
of the NN is less critical and� secondly� the risk
for getting stuck in a physically undesired local
minimum is reduced�

A simpler variant of this idea has been proposed
by several authors� e�g�� �Ljung et al�� 
����� with
the di�erence being that a linear model is used in�
stead of a semi�physical one� However� we have not
yet been able to obtain a physically sound model
this way� Another idea put forward in �Lindskog
and Sj�oberg� 
���� is to use the regressors sug�
gested by the semi�physical procedure and feed
these into one single neural network� but again
this has not lead to a signi�cant improvement�
As before� the main problem seems to be that
the training algorithm gets trapped in a local
minimum�

�� CONCLUSIONS

We have outlined an identi�cation procedure
and given an example of how physical insight
and semi�physical modeling can be successfully
combined with black box NN modeling� While
the semi�physical part captures what is actually
known about the system� the NN is responsible
for describing the system�s unknown features� To
a certain extent this made it possible to combine
the respective advantages with these approaches�
the model is rather parsimonious with parameters
to estimate but still rather �exible at the same
time as the engineering e�ort is reasonably low�
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